
  Explanation/Picture 

 

#1 The Lord of the Rings  

   

Samwise Gamgee and Frodo Baggins are heading across the great Moor of Mordor.  

Lead by Gollum who knows the way they are supposed to reach their final destination the 

Mount Doom. 

 

#2 Robinson Crusoe 

 

Robinson Crusoe, having his smartphone right at the palm of his hand, is now able to locate 

his position but lacking any network availability. 

So in fact all he knows is where he currently is but cannot contact anyone. 

 

#3 Miss Marple 

 

Miss Marple seeing the murder. 

 

#4 Miss Marple 

 

Fast-handed she gets her super modern smartphone to take a picture. 

The picture is depicted perfectly in her Facerecognition App. 

Conclusion: Facerecognition clarifys immediately the women murdered was a famous 

actress who got into some serious marital conflict causing divorce.  

Same old story, husband in need of money, killed her.  

Murder's out. End of the thrill. 

 

#5 Romeo & Juliet 

 

This moment Juliet is just able to contact Romeos intelligent Voicemail which is linked to his 

Social Network App providing him actual news on his wall.  

Unfortunately his Smartphone ran out of power so he would not get the message. 

Be prepared for some kind of a drama. 

 

#6 Marathon  

 

Pheidippides, a Greek runner, who was originally sent from the town of Marathon to Athens 

to announce that the Persians had been miraculously defeated in the Battle of Marathon, 

just calls from Marathon to tell the news. 

Thus he would not run and the legend of Marathon would not exist. 

So even today no one would know about the Olympic Discipline “Marathon”. 



 

#7 Troy 

 

Paris, Prince of Troy, got his Oracle of Delphi AR App which is able to take a look into the 

future once a week. 

He seems to be a smart guy and helps his city to survive an upcoming unfriendly takeover. 

 

#8 Fight Club 

 

The main protagonist whose name is not clearly definded in the movie’s plot wants to tell 

Tyler Durden, another man he got known to while sitting next to each other at a flight, that 

he no longer wants to be a member of the “Fight Club” they founded together only days ago.  

 

#9 Fight Club 

 

It seems important to him to speak with Tyler in person about it. 

He locates Tyler Durden’s smartphone using his own, obviously noticing that they’re not only 

practically the same person and concludes a brilliant narrated movie. 


